
Dear Friends, Neighbors and Colleagues, 

 

We wanted you to hear directly from us about NDEC’s temporary relocation and the steps we are taking 

to secure our future in this neighborhood. 

 

Our roots in this community go back over a century. The Sisters of Notre Dame arrived in South Boston 

in 1860 and made its mission “Education for Life.” NDEC was founded in 1992 with the express goal of 

fulfilling that mandate. We now serve hundreds of people through a multitude of programs, including 

our alternative high school, a youth program and workforce training. We are not going anywhere. 

 

Although we are temporarily relocating, we are open and will remain open, continuing to offer classes 

throughout this transition and beyond.  

 

It is true that relocation was not in our original plans. But two years ago, with South Boston real estate 

prices skyrocketing, our landlord announced he was selling our building.  Luckily, we found the one 

developer who saw our value to this community and was committed to ensuring our survival in South 

Boston. He was willing to work with us and eventually donate an entire floor in the new building he’s 

building on our original site.  It was our only chance to secure a permanent home in this neighborhood 

going forward -- so we seized it. 

 

To get to this point, however, required us to better establish our long-term financial stability and come 

to terms with the fact that we could no longer afford programs without adequate funding. In trying to 

find the best solution, we prioritized the programs that have had the most benefit for the local 

community. After searching for other options, the board decided it would be most prudent to 

temporarily suspend some ESOL and Adult Basic Education classes.  

 

Unfortunately, this meant not renewing the employment of 10-part time teachers hired for the 2018-

2019 school year, and ending the employment of 7 full time staffers. All staff affected were informed 

well in advance that the programs would not continue after the end of the current term. We understand 

the pain this notice caused, but we couldn’t foresee that this decision would cause disruption to ongoing 

classes and harm the learning environment. Because we had already fulfilled the curriculum in those 

classes in accordance with guidelines, we felt the best choice was to pay our teachers for the full term 

and wrap up early. 

 

We will continue offering smaller and better funded programs such as Youth Education and Workforce 

Readiness at our new, temporary location. These are the programs that have most directly impacted 

South Boston residents. We are incredibly proud of all our youth and adult students, especially the 

South Boston residents who have obtained their high school diplomas and GEDs through our programs.  

 

While the next two years offer some challenges, they also offer an opportunity to fine tune these 

programs and those we'll offer in the future. Thank you to our staff and board for your leadership, and 

to our community for your friendship and support. We look forward to returning to state-of the-art 

facilities at a brand new 200 Old Colony Avenue ready to serve South Boston for another century. 

 


